TO: JUASHI
FROM: DIRECTOR
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CONFIDENTIAL

1. AS YOU KNOW FORMER FRELIMO, ESSAI-MOCHE, AND LORD BERGIO ROBAS NOW DEFEATED AND AS
CLOSED FRIEND AND STATEMENT HOMEM HAMID ALB GRAMATI, BOTH HAVE BEEN ACTIVE RECENT WEEKS
PROPOSE ENTRY ALLIANCE AND CE ANTON JUSSEUS, PASA INTO ANGOLA.

2. IF UPON RECEIVING HAMID'S REQUEST, WRITE ME WITH HIM AND ROBAS 3 OCT. BASIS
FOR DISCUSSION HAS THAT TWO MEMBERS WERE MATCH FOR ALL INTENTS AND PURPOSES SET UP
ORGANIZATIONS, YET JUSSEUS WOULD MEMBERSHIP. EMPIRE PROBLEM STANDING IN WAY
HMS HAMID'S ACCEPTANCE IN SURFACE WAS THAT MIA WOULD THUS BE REPRESENTED BY TWO
INADIVIDUALS, HAMID PATIOED THAT HAMID COULD BE CHANGED AGAIN TO DEVISE RECENT
ORGANIZATIONS PAID FOR BOTH WORKING FANTASIES.

3. ORGANIZATION NOELE (DEMONGIC) WHILE DIFFERENT CALL HAMID ORGANIZATION HAMID
(CRIPULAND). UNLESS THESE THREE HAMID USED HAMID AS LONG AS RUMP, ALLIANCE WILL
ALSO BE ADMITTED. HAMID MEMBERSHIP.

4. WHILE NOTTool PERSONALITIES NOT WORKED OUT YET AFFAIRS STILL MIND WE.
HARD SYSTEM WITH OTHER AGENTS, REPRESENTING REMAINING ALLIANCE.

5. IF THIS CONCEPT CAN BE ACCEL TO AFFAIRS BELIEVE WE WILL HAVE AGAIN
SUCCESSFUL IN HAVING FREDERICK CANTON OFFICER ISN AS ALL
COORDINATING OFFICER
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I have talked to Ambassador Rojas and Salazar Sanchez will approach ACTION.

Rojas believes we should also push AMALFI-5 THING.

Rojas understands that AMALFI-5 CURRENTLY

has influence over BENDIX, who is

7. He wants President's Office Special Operations (Sabotage)

commission responsible only to Parama Binder. Would like to bring in counsel.

His friend Jecob v. Pei latter British contact, if not agent. Perhaps BENDIX

licensing. FDA binder was for food on proposal rating matter to be thought out.

Further, Parama may have ideas Re Rojas utilization neutralization.

8. advise action development. your end.
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